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was less than a tenth of that number, and, as soon as the wet
monsoon began, had to be withdrawn to Mrohaung. But the
Calcutta authorities were quite helpless to cope with the new
situation. Every dry season during the next few years 'King-
bering', as he was known to the British, broke out of his hiding-
place and raided Arakan, only to be driven out by the Burmese,
who repeatedly crossed the frontier in vain endeavours to take
him. Attempts by the British to co-operate with the Burmese
against the elusive rebel leader failed, and neither side alone
could catch him.
The game of hide-and-seek went on until early in 1815.
Then, as unexpectedly as they had started, the rebel raids
ceased, and it was discovered that Chin Byan was dead.
Although this embarrassing incident had ended, irreparable
harm had been done to Anglo-Burmese relations. The Burmese
had been led grossly to underestimate British power. They
failed to realize that the Indian situation was the real cause of
the weakness shown in the Chittagong area, and that, until the
Marathas were decisively defeated, the Government of India
was not in a position to take a strong line on its eastern frontier.
Before the Maratha war ended the Burmese threat was to
take on a new shape. The first warning that the Burmese
contemplated intervention, in Assam had been given by
Captain Cox. The country had long been in a state of chaos.
As far back as 1792 Captain Welch, sent there by Lord Corn-
wallis, had reported that only complete annexation would
restore order; but non-intervention was then the ruling policy.
In 1817 the Burmese invaded and placed their nominee on the
throne. He was soon overthrown. In 1819 they returned and
placed another raja on the throne. He also was driven out and
fled to British territory. This time the Burmese returned to
stay. So a situation developed very similar to the one which had
obtained on the Arakan frontier. Assamese leaders recruited
and collected arms in British territory, and made futile attempts
to free their country from the Burmese.
In 1819 Bagyidaw, Bodawpaya's grandson, succeeded to
the throne of Burma. He appointed the brilliant and ambitious
general, Bandula, as governor of Assam, and it soon became
evident that an aggressive move against Bengal was being

